HOME FINDS

Peel off those winter layers and add some substantial style to your outdoor living space.
No longer reserved for indoor-only, luxurious materials and finishes, combined with
traditional craft, dress up your patio this season. Your design taste buds will be delighted.

THE ART OF

Summer
BY SILVANA LONGO

At last, summer’s on the horizon. Start
planning now for long, lazy weekends
lounging by the pool and dinners beneath
the stars. Get set for outdoor dining with
colourful, stackable, unbreakable essentials
like acrylic glasses and melamine plates,
served up on a classic picnic table with a
serious modern upgrade.
HALDEN OUTDOOR COLLECTION: 76” DINING TABLE,
$1,398, DINING BENCH, $698, BAR CART $558, Fluted
Acrylic GLASSWARE $7-$24, Modern Melamine
DINNERWARE, $9-$12, Eclipse Blocks NAPKIN, $34 set
of 4 Offset Ombre INDOOR/OUTDOOR RUG, $239$1,260; westelm.ca
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SUMPTUOUS
SEATING

The cane chair and coffee table are mid-century
designs, made by basket weavers in Portugal, who
have been making them for decades. The frame is in
black painted wrought iron (also available in white),
while the seat and top is woven of natural cane. Cane
Chair & Coffee Table from Casa Cubista can be ordered
through retail shop Saudade Toronto in Little Portugal.

This summer, the outdoor
lounging is lush as sensual
texture prevails — from intricate
weaving and bold braids to classic
geometric patterns – a chair is not
just a chair – it is an exquisite visual that provides the comfort of
your interior space, while you revel
in the pleasures of fresh open air.

SIL’S PICK
Peacock Lounge
CHAIR in midnight
blue, $1,399;
jardindeville.com

SIL
SAYS

SILVANA LONGO
EDITOR

I LOVE THE ORB SHAPE AND RETRO WICKER WEAVE OF
THIS CHAIR… AND I AM A SUCKER FOR ALL THINGS “BLEU”.

If you want to hang out, you will
most likely do that this summer sitting
on chairs made out of cane.

FOR THE LOVE OF LATTICE

Acclaimed designer Ann Marie Vering’s
portfolio of projects ranges from furniture to
five-star resorts, restaurants to wellness spas.
Vering designed the Greystone collection for
Restoration Hardware.
“The inspiration for the Greystone collection
was sparked by the classical details of the
Greystone gardens situated in the Greystone
mansion, perched above Los Angeles in the
Hollywood Hills. I was inspired to take
something with a rich history – lattice – and
mesh it with something modern. The
latticework on this collection is quite delicate,
almost like fabric.” ANN MARIE VERING

Greystone Aluminum
CHAISE starts at
$862; rh.com

Bedia Woven
CHAIR, $499;
cb2.com

Home Sense, Woven Aztec
Outdoor CHAIR, $99.99;
homesense.ca

EM’S PICK

EMILIE SIMPSON
ART DIRECTOR

Grey-washed teak wood and chunky
faux rattan lay out a beachy lounger
that worships the sun. Jannis
Ellenberger’s reclining design is
perfect for basking, reading and
relaxing. Pair with the headrest for
added comfort.
Lodi SUN LOUNGER, $1,549; cb2.com
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PRETTY PERCHES
Breezy
sheer drapes gently
filter the sun while
creating a partial screen
of privacy around the
patio or deck.

Width: 50”,
Lengths: 84”,
96”, 108” or
120” Start at
$129US;
rh.com

Whether you need
extra seating, or a place
to rest your favourite
summer drink, perch
yourself, or your thirstquenching drink here:
Natural Glazed STOOL,
$279; cb2.com

Casa Cubista — Cane STOOL
available through Saudade
Toronto; saudadetoronto.com

SHELTER from the SUN
Whether it’s for high-noon coverage, a sudden sun shower, or you just
want to add some sheer drapery for some ambience — this is the sexy
shelter part of the outdoor experience.

Jute Colour Block POUF,
$174; westelm.ca

Made in the Shade

Scaled just right for small urban outdoor spaces,
personal sun shade keeps rays at bay, any place
you lounge. Black powder-coated steel frame
tilts and angles right where you need it.
Round Black SUN SHADE with base, $599; cb2.com

Shadow Rectangular black & white
striped UMBRELLA, $119; cb2.com

Stay cool with this sturdy
umbrella, featuring a
weather-proof cover and
an aluminum pole.

Orange

UMBRELLA,

$629;
westelm.ca

Garden Treasures Offset
Patio UMBRELLA, tiltable,
11 ft. blue, $299; rona.ca
Allen + Roth 9-ft. Market
UMBRELLA, $149; lowes.ca
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Al Fresco D I N I N G

ESSENTIALS

SANGRIA TIME

The ceramic pitchers from Casa Cubista
transport you to seaside sangria sipping
in the Algarve, where the company was
actually founded. Ceramic pitchers
come in different sizes, from 0.5L to 2L.
Available in 14 different colours at
Saudade Toronto in Little Portugal.

EASY
ELEGANCE

Dress your
summer table with
playful patterns
and add a vintage
touch.

The appearance of hand-painted glazed ceramic with
the sturdiness of melamine, the Caprice dinnerware
collection is ideal for outdoor entertaining, but elegant
enough for indoor use.
Terrazzo NAPKIN, set of
4 $44; westelm.ca

MICRO
TREND
ALERT

IRIDESCENCE
Iridescent finishes are
everywhere this season.
Inspired by natural pearls,
the finish is luxurious but
not too high-shine
Iridescent Pink Acrylic
GLASS, $3.99;
homesense.ca

Caprice Mod Medallion SALAD PLATE, BOWL, $11.95 each, DINNER
PLATE, $13.95, PLATTER, $29.95; crateandbarrel.ca

Round, with subdued, elegant lines,
the Korol table evokes the look launched by Christian Dior in the
1950s, particularly the Corolle dress. The round shape calls for
conviviality and the joy of sharing a good meal among friends and
family under the Mediterranean sunshine.

The Korol table from Sifas is available at Fresh Home & Garden; starts at $3,770; fresh.ca

This season, the Korol collection incorporates a new oval table.
The ample size fits six diners around the table for a delicious
snack or a tasty Provençal meal

ONCE UPON A
SUMMER…
Keep snacks and
beverages cold on the
go with this colourful
cooler. Its handle locks
the lid in place while a
built-in bottle opener
makes it party-ready.
Yellow vintage style COOLER,
12"w x 10"d x 15"h, $78;
westelm.ca

ALL DEC K ED O UT
The Bali Rug is inspired by the indoor/outdoor
lifestyle of the tropics. Add square footage to
your living space by bringing home comforts
outside. With a flourish tile pattern in navy, this
durable polypropylene rug will take your patio
to the next level.
Bali Tile Atlantic OUTDOOR RUG, $49 - $129; urbanbarn.com
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